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          First of all a big thank you for over thirty emails, letters and telephone calls 
saying that you enjoyed our special 50th edition of Leyland Torque – it really makes 
it all worth while!  After that special colour edition, where some of the more routine 
items were left out in order to maximise on the colour content, we now have a catch up 
in this issue with a higher than usual proportion of letters and also Society “in house” 
pages.  In September last, we had confi rmation from the Charities Commission that 
we had received Charitable Status and some of the implications and benefi ts for the 
Society need to be discussed and aired further.  In the following pages there is a good 
deal of comment on questioning where the Society is going/wants to go in the future 
and it would be very helpful if you could write to the Editor with your views.
         The last issue contained two major articles, one on Leyland “Street Jewellery” 
since which, there have been several requests to cover other Leyland badges and in 
particular the truck badges.  This has been noted and further articles will hopefully 
appear in the not too distant future to cover those.  The second article which went 
down very well was Michael Plunkett’s visit to Jersey in 1957 and I made the 
comment that this would be followed by a second article to review the various 
Leylands bought for preservation in Jersey, showing where they are now.  This is 
still planned but time hasn’t permitted to carry out enough research of the subject to 
include it in this issue of Torque, but it will follow in due course.                          
          Don Hilton is producing some summaries of Leyland production, based on 
Line Numbers and Chassis Numbers, by year.  These are at a very early stage yet 
but you may like to see how it is shaping up, as shown on pages 33-35 of this issue.  
There is still a lot of cross-checking to be done but when complete it will be a useful 
and informative exercise.
          Finally, please read the Gift Aid section as soon as possible and get the revised 
form off to us – this is most important.  Also we would like to hear from you on the 
way forward.
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 Many of you will have completed a gift aid declaration when renewing 
your subscription for 2010/11 in anticipation of the Leyland Society becoming a 
Registered Charity.  This is of enormous benefi t to the Society as it is likely to 
generate somewhere between £2,000 - £3,000 each year into Society coffers for 
relatively little effort in terms of administration.

 The way it works is that, if you make a subscription or donation of , say 
£24, the Tax Offi ce will treat this as being a gross donation of £30, with you the 
taxpayer having deducted tax at the standard rate of 20%, ie. £6, before paying your 
subscription/donation of £24 to the Society.  Provided that you are a UK tax payer, 
and the vast majority of members are, being a Registered Charity enables us to 
reclaim the £6 tax “deducted” from the Tax Offi ce.

 Therefore, if we have about 550 UK members, if every member signed a Gift 
Aid form, each year we could claim back from the tax man £3,300 (550 x £6).  If 
only 75% of members completed the Gift Aid form, we would still benefi t by approx 
£2,500 each year – over 10 years, £25,000 – this has surely got to be worth going for 
as it is money for little extra work!

 Since designing our membership renewal form last July, with the inclusion of 
a Gift Aid section, we have discovered that, not only can we claim gift aid for each 
future year, but we can go back four years to the 2006/07 fi nancial year and claim 
gift aid for each of those years as well – another £10,000!

 In order to do this we need a revision to the wording of the gift aid form to 
allow all subscriptions/donations from the 1st August 2006 and this needs to replace 
the wording of our current year’s renewal form.  Sorry to be a nuisance, but would 
you please therefore take the trouble to complete the new gift aid form, enclosed with 
this copy of Leyland Torque, and please post it immediately back to The Leyland 
Society in the stamped addressed envelope also enclosed with this issue.

 Time is fairly limited to summarise the information required by the HM 
Revenues and Customs so please do not delay and get the form off to us as 
soon as possible so that we don’t miss out.  This will help our bank balance 
enormously!

 Having now produced 50 issues of Leyland Torque, also 12 Journals and 
several Fleet Books, and now achieved Charitable Status, we should be making 
plans for further development of the Leyland Society to secure its future and ability 
to save our heritage relating to Leyland Motors, also to make material available to 
future members and the public at large.
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 Following the receipt of Charitable Status, we are now in a more secure 
fi nancial position than ever before; our fi nancial reserves at the end of last year 
amounted to £34,289 and since that date we have received a legacy of £12,462 from 
the estate of the late Alan Askew, bringing the total to over £46K.  This has been 
achieved by careful planning and fi nancial prudency and it stands us in good stead 
for the future, where we hope that we will see our money grow.  Apart from the 
receipt of interest on this capital (which is pathetically low at present) we ought 
to have some ideas as to what we want to do with our reserves in the best way to 
promote our objectives which, simplifi ed, are to educate the public in relation to the 
history of Leyland Motors and its associated companies and, for the benefi t of the 
public, to promote and encourage access to archive material, relics and historic road 
vehicles, also to encourage the protection, restoration and preservation of all related 
historical relics and material.

 At the end of our last AGM in November 2010 we spent a very lively 
and pleasant 30 minutes or so discussing members’ thoughts on what the Society 
should and could be doing to preserve this Leyland Heritage.  Clearly we do not 
have the resources to preserve vehicles – there are too many and that should be 
left to individuals and museums, but what about records, photographs and archive 
material?

 The library of the Leyland Society is currently quite miniscule and it will fi t 
in one drawer of a fi ling cabinet, however, a handful of members, led by Don Hilton, 
are currently attempting to record every vehicle built by Leyland Motors.  The fi rst 
thirty years or so are very sketchy though Mike Sutcliffe is working on this period, 
but from 1925 onwards most of the records are being put onto Excel spreadsheets, 
held by individual members.  All of these are going to be available for members 
– (we have a little way to go yet before we can make them available to the public 
although specifi c enquiries can now be catered for).

 We have recently been given chassis records for about 130000 lorries built 
by Leyland Trucks, from 1983 to 1997, and we have also instigated and paid to have 
microfi che records scanned, as PDF fi les, for an additional 130000 trucks and buses 
covering the period from the mid 1970s to mid 1980s.  To date, the Society has spent 
just over £2,000 on accumulating these records and also photocopying line number 
registers for the whole of the post War period.  So, all of this material is being 
accumulated for posterity and virtually all of it is being put into digital format of one 
sort or another – this therefore does not take up a lot of room.

 Many of our members have other types of archive material, eg. sales brochures, 
data sheets, service manuals, parts lists, magazines (Journal, Once a Month, etc), 
records of Leyland fl eets, preserved Leylands, factory plans, Corporate information, 
Director’s minutes, copies of General Managers reports, sales order records, vehicle 
badge collections and of course photographs – I could go on.  What is going to 
happen to all these records in the future and are they worth saving for the future by 
the Leyland Society? – If so, where and what availability for access?   This sort of 
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archive material takes up an awful lot of room, as an example your Secretary/Editor 
has approximately 15 4-drawer fi ling cabinets full of Leyland related material in 
addition to a collection of over 70,000 photographs, a very large proportion of which 
are Leylands.  Many other members will have their own collections of material 
and, if any of this was either donated to or purchased by the Society for future 
preservation, we have to have somewhere to put it, to be looked after securely and in 
proper conditions – not easy!

 Should we bother with it at all and let it take its chances?  This seems highly 
irresponsible but who cares – enough?  Some one-make Societies, eg. Albion, have 
set up their own Trust and have premises, as has the PSV Circle at Kithead and the 
Omnibus Society with a number of sites, notably Walsall, but all of these rely entirely 
on an ageing group of enthusiasts whose numbers may decline dramatically over the 
next 10 or 20 years.  There is likely to be an increasing problem for Societies like 
ours with an ageing population of membership and not enough youngsters coming 
on board – this all sounds rather depressing!  Should we leave our worldly treasures 
to existing museums/organisations – some of the items will duplicate what is already 
there, eg. material already held in the British Commercial Vehicle Museum, but then 
access to that material is very limited and totally dependent on a few volunteers who 
are the same age as ourselves!  Will access to that be available in 10 – 20 years?

 If we think that it is worth saving this material, and probably most of us do, 
how do we go about it and how does the Leyland Society involve itself in a responsible 
manner in saving that material – in accordance with our objects?  It is unlikely that 
we will ever be able to afford premises, let alone maintain them, whether freehold or 
rented.  So, should we “piggyback” on an existing organisation/museum, providing 
them with a room and fi ll it with Leyland related archive material?   Should we 
pay someone to scan it all (a massive job!) – this reduces the volume enormously 
and could make it available to all and sundry, BUT, it would not be the same as the 
original material, particularly things like sales brochures.

 Whatever we do, assuming we want to do something, it is bound to cost us 
money and someone has to oversee what is going on in a responsible way.  At the 
AGM we bounced around a lot of these suggestions and one member suggested that, 
once we know what we want to do, we set up a Sinking Fund to pay for acquiring 
and archiving material, in whatever form it should be, and that maybe this fund 
could be started with the legacy from Alan Askew, and be topped up by our Gift Aid 
tax refunds as and when we get them, treating all of this as “bunce money” to be used 
for that purpose.

 Anyway, I’ve probably rabbited on enough about this topic in these pages – it 
would be nice to hear the views of members and it is my intention that, if we can 
get a lively response going to these questions, I will gladly include the comments in 
forthcoming issues of Leyland Torque so that we can have a debate to establish just 
really where we want to go – over to you ?
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 The Leyland Society has now been in existence for coming up to 13 years and 
nearly half of your Committee have been committee members right from the start.  
Most other committee members are of a similar age and it’s time we started looking 
to the future continuity for the Society.

 There are two key roles which are vital for the existence of the Society, 
those being the membership Secretary and the Magazines’ Editor – other functions 
are clearly very important but without these two specifi c functions being fulfi lled 
properly we would have no Leyland Society.  Currently we have no obvious “No.2s” 
who could or would want to take over these functions and this leaves us in a very 
vulnerable situation should either Dave Moores or Mike Sutcliffe not be able to 
carry out these functions for any reason, and it is essential that we look for future 
help to run our Society.

 We have approximately 570 members, many of whom are retired or 
approaching retirement, and there must be several who might like to get involved with 
the running of the Society to a greater or lesser degree – either as a co-opted member 
to help with a particular function, or as a prospective committee member.  If you 
would like to help in any way, even if it is just marshalling at our annual Gathering, 
please do make yourself known by contacting Mike Sutcliffe, preferably by email 
– see page 1.  You would fi nd it a very rewarding experience – the Committee meets 
four times a year and we have friendly and most enjoyable meetings.  This is your 
Society – you are already involved – please come and help us.

 As you will have read in the last edition of Torque, the 2011 Society Gathering 
will be held at The British Motor Heritage Centre at Gaydon in Warwickshire on the 
17th July 2011.  Please remember this is one week later than our usual date.

 We hope that the more central event location will prove attractive to vehicle 
owners who would not be able to attend our usual northern venue.  There is a 
large, well-surfaced tarmac and grass area for our display so we should be able to 
avoid many of the problems of previous years.  As we have more space available 
to us this year, we are able to accommodate articulated and drawbar vehicles but 
please remember to complete these details on your entry form so we can plan to 
accommodate the larger vehicles.  The museum is situated close to the M42 but for 
vehicles that are not suited to motorway operation the site can be easily accessed 
from the network of surrounding A-roads.

 We have already received a good number of entries for the event but we would 
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like as many Leylands as possible to make a comprehensive display and demonstrate 
the wide variety of Leyland production.  This year celebrates the 60th anniversary 
of the introduction of the Comet 90, a versatile chassis that was popular for both 
bus and lorry applications and to celebrate this anniversary, we will be producing a 
memento of this important model in time for the event.  If you are the owner of any 
Comet variant, you will be especially welcome this year.

 Entry to the Leyland display is free but there is an admission charge to 
view the museum collection.  If you are a vehicle enthusiast, the museum is highly 
recommended and includes a large collection of both cars and light commercial 
vehicles, many of which formed part of the Leyland Heritage collection.  Each entry 
will be given one free ticket to the museum and we have been able to negotiate 
special museum admission rates for Society members provided that they are bought 
in advance.  The advance tickets are £7 each, a discount from the usual adult price 
of £11, and if you wish to purchase tickets, please send a SAE with a cheque for the 
required number of tickets to David Bishop, “Sunnyside”, Whitchurch Road, Aston, 
Nantwich, CW5 8DB (Cheques payable to “The Leyland Society Ltd” please).  Please 
note that to obtain the special price, the tickets must be purchased in advance from 
the Society.  Applications for advance tickets can be made from the beginning of 
April but delivery of tickets by post cannot be guaranteed if received by the Society 
after 4th July 2011.

 Vehicles may be left overnight at the Gathering site, at owners’ risk on the 
Saturday or Sunday nights, but people must leave the site by 17.00pm when the 
museum closes.  People cannot camp in their vehicles overnight on the museum 
site (as they would do at the BCVM car park).  If there is a suffi cient demand it 
may be possible to arrange some overnight parking where people can sleep in their 
vehicles and we have asked entrants to let us know if they would like that facility 
with their entry form.  Please be aware that the Society cannot guarantee that any 
toilet or washing facilities will be available at any overnight parking site.  Toilets are 
available at the museum during opening hours.

 An entry form for the event is enclosed with this issue of Torque, which 
should be returned to Gary Dwyer at the address at the top of the form.  Please return 
it as soon as possible and remember to enclose two SSAEs when you return the entry 
form.

 Members might like to be aware that there will again be the usual Transport 
Festival held in Leyland this year over the weekend of 9-10th July which will include 
a British Leyland Extravaganza on the Sunday.  All Leylands will be welcome and for 
further details and vehicle entry information please contact the British Commercial 
Vehicle Museum or visit the museum website www.bcvm.co.uk/events. 
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Barry Martin is an ex employee of Leyland Motors, now living in Bolton, Lancs, and I 
recently had the great pleasure of meeting him and some of his ex work colleagues to talk 
about all things Leyland.  It was a memorable occasion and lead to the preparation of this 
short piece on a Leyland model long forgotten – the Leyland Royal Mouse – Ed.

 Here is a photograph of the Leyland Royal Mouse, a Go-Kart, with its unique 
cast badge, taken by the Leyland Publicity Dept. in front of a very early Atlantean 
for Belfast.  The personnel, from left to right, are – Mike Drinkwater, Eric Platt, 
Mick Goodier, John Hyslop, and myself,  Barry Martin.  All of us were Student 
Apprentices, incarcerated at Wellington House, and all had a hand in designing, 
building, driving, and generally acquiring enough materials from a nearby commercial 
vehicle manufacturer, to construct this Kart, right at the start of what became a craze 
around 1959/60.
 Leyland Motors felt there was some publicity to be gained from our efforts, 
hence the spray job in “Show” polycromatic blue, and some help with the upholstery 
from the Body Shop.  The “Mouse” had a Villiers 9E 197cc engine, independent 
sliding pillar front suspension (a lá Morgan), a split rear axle, with drive to one wheel 
(most Karts at the time had a solid rear axle - which we thought a bit crude).  A brake 
disc was fi xed to each half of the split axle, with a rubber disc sandwiched between 
the discs, which passed some drive to the “loose” wheel, but allowed some relative 
slip when cornering.  We 
also thought the idea of a 
clutch hand lever on the 
gear-change lever was a 
good one, since it saved 
the need to make another 
foot pedal!  We had great 
fun with it, and Eric Platt 
and another Wellington 
House man, Malcolm 
Dungworth entered some 
competitive races with it.  
However, like all things 
competitive which start 
off as cheap and simple, 
the “Mouse” was soon 
outclassed by Karts which 
were more complicated 
and expensive.
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HYBRID VEHICLE – MANUFACTURING READINESS
         

 In the ever more environmentally conscious world we live in, the truck 
manufacturing industry is constantly being tasked to reduce vehicle noise, emissions 
and fuel consumption.  So what next - how do we improve upon what is already an 
extremely environmentally friendly product…?
 Well, you have to move with the times and demands and for that reason 
Leyland Engineering has recently developed a Hybrid Truck which will improve the 
effi ciency and environmental friendliness of our current and future product range. 
This vehicle is based upon the 12 tonne Class 1 LF vehicle and incorporates the 
following additional features:-

1. A Hybrid Drive Unit (HDU) – incorporating both an electromagnetic generator 
and an automated drive gearbox.

2. Power Electric Carrier (PEC) – which stores the power used to drive the vehicle 
in electric drive mode.

3. Inverter Unit – which regenerates energy back into the PEC unit.
4. Hybrid Coolant System – that cools the HDU and inverter.
5. Cooling Module – which is used to cool down the PEC unit.
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The Hybrid vehicle’s basic drive functions start with the vehicle commencing drive 
in electric mode with the engine at idle. This is then changed into diesel drive as 
speed is increased. Upon slowing down, the energy from the propshaft is captured 
and converted by the inverter to electricity, so constantly recharging the PEC unit. 
This results in an average of 20% effi ciency saving in fuel and urea usage.
 The vehicle has an extremely high power electric drive source (340 V DC), 
which has signifi cant safety implications if the required precautions are not followed. 
So in order to address the safety considerations and manufacture the product on the 
assembly line, the following actions have been put in place:

1. Specialist HDU component paint facilities.
2. Bespoke drive unit lifting equipment.
3. Separate PEC unit storage and fi tting area.
4. Dedicated PEC unit isolation locking device.
5. Dedicated off track diagnostic and commissioning area.
6. Special driver training to key areas – fully completed.
7. General overview presentations to all key areas of production – Week 43/44.
8. Specialist Hybrid diagnostic/commissioning training to off track electricians 

within the business.

Production builds commenced with validation vehicles in Week 45 in order to 
prove out all production facilities, new processes and to iron out any unforeseen 
issues.  With that process successfully behind us, full customer production builds 
commenced in week 49, and so starts another chapter in the life of our product range 
which will develop over the years to come.
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 Again are indebted to Peter Davies for many of this selection of photographs 
Leyland lorries which originated from the County of Yorkshire, covering a span of 
over 60 years.  Thanks must go also to Malcolm Wilford and Neil Steele for adding 
information on models, chassis numbers and dates delivered etc. to assist with the 
captions.  If any of these spark off any special memories or references to lorries 
of the fl eets depicted please send an email or write to the editor.  The Bradford 
Dyers Association were early and good customers of Leyland Motors and there are 
probably many more photographs surviving – somewhere.  Some of the photographs 
cover operators who had fl eets of Leyland lorries as well as buses, possibly other 
activities, such as Bullock, Featherstone and Blythe & Berwick, Bradford – much 
is known about the bus fl eets of these operators but very little about their lorries.  It 
would be good to fi nd out more and add a few photographs, in the same way as we 
are trying to do with the lorry of R Barr (Leeds) Ltd – see centre pages.  If you can 
help in any way please contact the Editor.  

The Leyland Buffalo was more often seen as a tractor unit, however a number of three axle 
Buffalo were produced with a view to operating them with a two axle drawbar trailer.  GUA 
125N is  pictured here at CRTS’s yard in Pontefract, Yorks in 1974.  Note the sleeper cab 
and the unusual body of possible continental design.  Drawbar Buffalo were usually fi tted 
with the fi xed head 511 engine. CRTS were part of Ackworths Transport.     (Peter Davies)
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Photographed at Leyland prior to delivery was the Terrier TSE6 new to Blythe & Berwick, 
Bradford.  It had chassis no. 3078 and was registered KY 5022 for this well known bus 
operator – but what is known about the lorries?        (BCVMT L013204)

This 1917 Leyland RAF Type, registered WR 1234, (chassis 7077)  was purchased by J 
Bullock & Sons, Featherstone in 1919 for use as a removal lorry.  The fi rm grew to own over 
100 buses but little is known about the haulage side of the business    (BCVMT LPF0209)
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The Bradford Dyers Association. were regular customers of Leyland, with a large fl eet.  
No.147, KY 1687, was an early side-type Leyland CUB probably an SKG2 model with 11ft. 
6in. wheelbase and coachbuilt van body.  Note the Roll-Royce based van on the left.     

(Peter Davies collection)   

Seen here outside Ham Works, Kingston, where it clearly had been built and also registered 
DPE 118, is a 1935 Cub SKZ1  platform lorry for haulage contractor Robert Scott, 
Mytholmroyd, near Halifax                   (Peter Davies collection)
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British Road Services, Sheffi eld had this 1954 Octopus 22.O/1E fl at bed lorry,SUB 702, 
seen in Sheffi eld in 1965.  It is sister to SUB701, restored by the Pyatt brothers   

(Peter Davies)

This Leyland Steer 15.S/1 ( chassis no. 490687) was new to Kiveton Park Steel & Wire 
Works, Sheffi eld in 2/49, registered HWW 224. Evidently r-ecabbed in the late 1950s.  The 
picture was taken in Luton, 1965                   (Peter Davies)
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FKW 260D, a 1966 Super Comet,  probably a 14SC.13AR model artic with LAD cab and 
‘Power-Plus’ O.400 engine belonging to Henry Long (Mannigham) Ltd, Bradford.  Taken 
at their yard in Bradford in 1973                   (Peter Davies)    

An unusual 1955 Comet ECOS2.1R with Bonallack cab dropside body, with Riley’s 
Transport of Birley Vale, Sheffi eld.  Photographed in Luton, 1958.  These cabs were fi tted 
prior to Leyland’s own new cabs coming into full production                         (Peter Davies)
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Halifax based Joe Dean operated this 1981 Leyland Freighter MODEL? curtain-sider.  
The picture was taken at Toddington M1 services in 1984               (Peter Davies)   

DHD 771E was an Ergomatic Freightline Octopus 24OT/15AR (chassis no. 701586) new 
to Harrisons of Dewsbury in 5/67.  Taken Holloway, London, in 1969 with a Beaver artic in 
background                       (Peter Davies)
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184.   Worldmasters Wanted
 Dave Hurley Comments that the chassis number for YHA 28 was 550768 
(not bodied in chassis number order - not untypical of Hove!)   Gliderways took 
Tiger Cubs surrounding the Worldmasters, as follows: 
           Four PSUC1/2 in 1954   –   VHA 322/3/4/5   (chassis 542791/2, 542826/65) 
           The Worldmasters in 1955 – YHA 26-28   (chassis 550767/69/68)  
           Four PSUC1/2 in 1957   –   414-17 DHA   (chassis 574282-85)   
           Four PSUC1/2 in 1958   –   718-21 FHA   (chassis 578269, 584395-97) 
All had Harrington bodies, the VHAs being Wayfarers.  The Worldmasters seem to have 
been disposed of fairly early, possible due to high fuel consumption and non standard?
 The conversion to a one piece screen (shown on page 18 of Torque No.50) is 
intriguing, since Harrington never fi tted them.  Is it a Duple Viceroy screen upside 
down?  It obviously needed retaining clips due to the angle the glass would sit (or 
not) in the rubber!  As the glass louvres have been removed there would have been 
quite a draft when opening the drop windows, or did they go the whole hog and fi t 
forced air ventilation – I doubt it!   
 Mention was made in Torque No.49 of 3 Worldmasters for Jamaica.  
Harrington built 2 bodies for Mayfl ower of Kingston.  (chassis 560753/4) –  what 
was the third one?

186.   A Mystery Rear-engined Chassis
 From the numerous replies on this (notably from Harold Rushton, Malcolm 
Margetts and Tom Crook) the plot thickens even further!   There is not room here to 
include of the details from all 17 emails but some very interesting facts have arisen 
and several other issues have been raised.  More details will follow in the next issue 
and it is becoming clear that there were no less than SIX Low Floor prototypes, as 
opposed to the FOUR previously known!  

LHD Independent suspension units photographed 15th November 1955  
(BCVMT L051837/38)
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 First we must try and clear up the identity of the chassis described as LFSD1, 
photographed on 29th November 1955 and described in the photo register as “SD Bus 
chassis – Research”, depicted in Torque Nos.48 & 49.  Despite its similarities, this 
cannot be either the Show Atlantean, 281 ATC, or the white Atlantean, as the decision 
to start constructing these was not given until Christmas Eve, 1955, and the fi rst 
chassis was not completed until May 1956.  Of the several ex-employees of Leyland 
Motors who have been consulted about the LFSD1 chassis, some who actually 
worked with Dr Mueller, none of them remember a Low Floor Single Decker (or 
Lowloader Front Suspension Development?).

 Slightly earlier in November 1955, on 15th, two photographs taken by LML 
(see below, opposite) show independent front suspension units very similar to the 
LFSD1 and the fi rst Atlanteans (called Atlantean LDD Mk3).  However, close 
examination shows that they were for a Left-Hand Drive vehicle and could not be 
for the LFSD1.  They were probably built experimentally with the Netherlands State 
Railway in mind as a Management Report in March 1955 referred to “an enquiry 
from the NSR for 62 vehicles, based on the prototype we are building for class A 
roads in Holland, but without independent suspension”.  This is the only mention of 
independent front suspension and 65 chassiless buses were ordered by NSR in July 
1955, with Tiger Cub running units.
 There is little doubt that the LFSD1, chassis no.551373 was an experimental 
single decker chassis and possibly parts were re-used in the construction of the LDD 
Mk3s.  More on these interesting topics next time.

187. Liverpool PD2s
 From David Burnicle – I know how you and the Leyland Society like piecing 
together bits of historical information from different sources to get to the true record 
of events.  Well, here goes with a fairly hazy recollection from my distant past 
whilst working during a University vacation in the Technical Assistant’s offi ce at the 

The drawing of Atlantean LDD Mk3, 281 ATC, shows 
that it is not the same vehicle as the LFSD1 as shown in 
this rear view MAS collection/BCVMT L051913)
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Edge Lane works of Liverpool Corporation Transport.  It is prompted by the item 
on Liverpool PD2s in Torque No.49.  It was the summer of 1958 when one day I 
noticed a group of senior people clustered around and below a newish Leyland PD2.  
When they had left I had a look underneath and saw that the offside chassis frame 
had completely sheared through just ahead of the rear axle front spring hanger.
          I couldn’t fi nd out more of this other than a rumour that Leyland had switched 
from square section fuel tanks to ones of circular section which pushed the tank 
centre of gravity further outboard and presumably put a higher twisting moment on 
the chassis side rail.  This particular bus would require either a massive fl itch plate 
(not a good idea in such a highly stressed area) or a completely new frame member 
(not an easy job on a bodied bus).  Clearly a case for rebuilding in some form or 
other and, if it was due to the fuel tank, others in the batch would have to be attended 
to also.  Incidentally about 20 years later, when I was working for Leyland Bus Ltd, 
no-one I mentioned it to had heard of the earlier frame problem.

189.  Surviving Royal Tigers.  (Leyland Journal No.12, page 27)  
 Tim Robbins  –  Like John Shearman I would dearly like to hear evidence 
for the continued existence of GJT 29, but I fear it is not going to be easy, as the last 
known owner, Colin Massingham, died several years ago.  It is believed, although 
not positively confi rmed, that he sold the vehicle on before he passed away, but no 
one seems to know the identity of the purchaser.  A quick search on the internet 
throws up a couple of pictures which purport to have been taken recently, one on 
28th December 2008, and the other on 31st January 2010.  However I say “purport” 
because elsewhere on the same website the phrase “photo taken on……” is used, 
when it clearly means “photo uploaded on…” a very different kettle of fi sh altogether.  
Both photos are “view only” so I can’t download them, and are of the offside of the 
vehicle.  In both the livery is cream with a mid-green roof (darker than in the photos 
you have published), and the Warwickshire Miners inscription is missing, as are the 
glass louvres above the side windows, and the aluminium trim strips aft of the rear 
axle.  Let’s hope someone in the membership has some defi nitive gen!  Malcolm 
Margetts reports that  “some fi ve or six years ago I passed, on the road to Burnham, 
a Leyland bodied PSU1 which at a glance seemed to be in sound condition, and 
which at the time I could not relate to the registration number.  I was travelling in 
the opposite direction, and over time had overlooked the sighting.  Perhaps it is still 
around this area?”
 On a related topic, there were sightings (7 or so years ago, now) of two further 
survivors in Ireland, albeit only as derelict hulks.  The vehicles were Southdown LUF 
620 and Ribble ECK 159 and they were bereft of engines, gearboxes, etc – again, it 
would be interesting to hear if these two still exist – does anybody know?  Many 
thanks for the continuing superb quality of all your publications.

190. Leyland-engined Graders 
 It is hoped to combine the answer to this topic with an article on the subject and 
also Leyland industrial engines, to appear as soon as further research is completed.  
Thank you Ray Ahearn, Bill Cowan, Graeme Dewhurst and Brian Hardisty.
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191. Strange Leyland Artic 
 Malcolm Wilford has answered this one – The artic is the prototype Bison 
BN50 model, chassis no. L44149, built approx. 10/65 and fi rst registered by Mr 
Hayward in 10/69, which is very close to the date of the fi rst production models.   
Here is another picture of the lorry.

192. Double Deck Lions
   Jasper Pettie has been delving into back issues of Leyland Torque and back 
in 2004 (issue No.25) there was an item about Leyland Lions with double deck 
bodies.  As far as he can see no mention was made of a bus which entered the 
Alexander fl eet in 1943, R337 (WG9835) with, he thinks, the fi rst Alexander utility 
L27/26R body.  Nominally a TD4 it was apparently built as a Lion LT6 in 1936, 
chassis 9706 so, where was it between 1936 and 1943?  This rather echoes his own 
TD5, DSG169, which was used allegedly as a ‘test hack’ but appears not to have been 
allocated a chassis number until 1942 - 307829.  The Lion, having been rebuilt to 
TD4 specifi cation before being bodied, perhaps it doesn’t qualify as a double deck 
Lion but it seems intriguing nonetheless.  Can anybody add any more information to 
this subject?  Jasper adds “I look forward impatiently as always to the arrival of the 
next Leyland Torque. Keep up the good work!”

193. Experimental 9 Cylinder Engine
 Dave Gladwin has asked for assistance.  His neighbour, a professional 
driver for around 60 years, has raised a query he cannot answer - especially as his 
knowledge relates more to bus and coach engines.  Sometime in the 1950s he was at 
an Army camp when his driver drew his attention to what he thinks was a Leyland 
Hippo fi tted with an experimental 9 cylinder engine.    Was this for some military 
purpose?  He continues –  “It is diffi cult to think of its advantages but, as a test 
driver who worked on/with an H-16 confi guration engine, I am admittedly allergic 
to oddities!  In fairness I have to admit I am not a member of The Leyland Society, 
since I retired I have gradually had to withdraw from many bodies as the value of 
my pensions goes down, but any help you can give my neighbour would be greatly 
appreciated.

  (Peter Davies)
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 “Last week a double-decker Leyland bus made a remarkable journey from 
Capetown to Johannesburg for the purpose of being on view at the Show.  Mr 
Sheldon, one of the crew of four, here relates briefl y the story of the journey:-
 We left Capetown late on Thursday afternoon with the Leyland Titan bus 
(51 passenger) at present on the Rand Agricultural Show.  We made Bain’s Kloof 
before dark, and stopped over-night.  Then we were off with the pilot car to take 
a rough measurement of the terrible overhanding rock at the Kloof, and the road 
measurements gave us a clearance of 1½in., otherwise it would have meant reversing 
seven miles up the Kloof and making a detour of  73 miles.  With a stroke of luck we 
got through.  From then we had pretty rough going till we reached Beaufort West.  
 After that our trouble started.  We were all jolly when we left on the Sunday 
morning (which is a bad policy in the country).  Shortly afterwards we got stuck 
down to our axles in the Krom River, which is about 375 miles away.  With a few of 
the ganger’s boys (for whom we had to go nine miles) and a few stray hands from 

(BCVMT  L004992)
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farms and eight miles, we were able to get out after being in for 24 hours.  All went 
well until a few miles out of Britstown, where we got stuck in the mud.  We pulled 
out after struggling three hours.

 After leaving Strydenburg for Hopetown , we were again stuck – this time 
it was sand, which was very frequent until we reached Hopetown, where we had a 
good rest.  Leaving for Kimberley was rough going – plenty of sand – it looked like 
desert.  At Kimberley the people were very sociable – the fi nest crowd we ever came 
across, and it was very hard to leave.
 We then had a very decent run until we reached Krugersdorp, from there the 
roads were very bad until we reached Johannesburg (our destination for the time 
until the show terminates).
 The average petrol consumption was 7.75 miles to the gallon, and the average 
mileage was 25 miles per hour.  The bus stands 13ft overall and is rated at 38.4hp.  
The crew of the bus is as follows – Messrs King, Henderson and Sheldon, and one 
native, “Brown”.

Further Report on the Titan Double Deck Bus, 
by the South African Depot Manager

 “We continued our demonstrations with this machine travelling from 
Johannesburg to Durban, 500 miles distant, demonstrated there to the Municipality 
in view of the fact that they are going to spend £50,000 on buses, and also to 

(BCVMT  L004993)
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Pietermaritzburg a town 50 miles away from Durban.  The demonstration was a 
great success and the machine caused a tremendous impression.  There is no doubt 
that the demonstration run has been a valuable help to us, and created tremendous 
publicity.
 From Durban we proceeded to Bloemfontein, another 500 miles, demonstrated 
to the Council there, and they were seriously considering the purchase of such a 
machine, but afterwards it was decided that they prefer to go in for two 26-seaters, 

one-man control, and I think there is every possibility of our obtaining orders from 
this Municipality for two Lionesses in the near future.  Here is an instance where the 
mere fact of our demonstrating the Titan will, I feel sure be the cause of our securing 
orders for Lionesses in the future.
 After Bloemfontein the machine proceeded to Cape Town without any trouble 
except for the last 400 miles when water trouble in the cylinder developed.  We 
managed to crawl home to Cape Town running on sometimes four and fi ve cylinders.  
Upon dismantling the head we discovered that the cylinder head was badly cracked 
in four places.  As soon as the new head arrives we shall of course send the old 
one over to the Chief Engineer for examination.  There was no possibility of water 
shortage to cause the fracture.
 We are pleased to state that this machine arrived in Johannesburg quite safely 
covering a distance from Cape Town of 1,000 miles in nine days travelling time.  
The total trip took 13 days but there was a delay of 4 days in securing and fi tting a 
new clutch lining which broke down about 800 miles away from Cape Town, owing 

(BCVMT  L005080)
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to abnormal conditions.  The machine had to go through very heavy sand, and I 
think through a slight error in adjustment this failure resulted, and I cannot help 
thinking that had the machine been used under normal conditions, it would not have 
occurred.
 The machine of course created tremendous interest all the way up and afforded 
us a very valuable means of publicity.  Most of the smaller villages or “dorps” as 
they are called in this country, had never seen a motor bus of any description fi tted up 
in such a manner as the Titan bus, and of course they have never seen a double deck 
bus.  The trip is a very decisive answer to several critics and “knowalls” who stated 
that the machine would never get through to Johannesburg, and I think that this was 
no small achievement on the part of the Titan.
 The Titan was demonstrated to the Kimberley Municipality on the way up but 
they do not contemplate adding motor buses to their Tramway Service, which they 
have the monopoly of.  In fact I was disappointed to hear that De Beer’s Diamond 
Mines, who control the whole of the town, stated that it was a very fi ne machine but 
he would never buy a British vehicle.  This is unfortunate, and is an isolated case of 
narrow-minded prejudice. (The Engineer is an American). 
 Arrangements are being made after the Johannesburg Show to take the 
Councillors out, and for the machine to go to Germiston and Pretoria to do similar 
demonstrations.  After this the Titan will go down to Durban, and is due there about 
the 20th of April.  I shall also be there as the Durban Municipality will be spending 
£50,000 on the development of motor bus services and the arrival of the Titan is 
most opportune.  Durban can in certain instances utilise the double decker.  I hope 
the bus will be in Durban when Mr Bromley arrives, if not, I shall be able to show 
him the machine in Cape Town, on his way through to Durban.
 We are 
having a series of 
photographs built 
up into an album 
which we shall be 
sending over.  I 
am enclosing an 
account of the trip, 
which describes 
the journey very 
briefl y.”  (….and 
thank goodness 
he did, as it 
gives us this the 
opportunity now 
to enjoy the report 
of this remarkable 
journey! – Ed.)

(BCVMT  L005081)
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The name of Robert Barr is more usually associated with the Barr & Wallace Arnold Trust, the large coach operator.  But, Robert Barr commenced operations by running a haulage business from 1912 with a fl eet of 
Karriers.  This operation was run separately from the coaching side of the business under the title R. Barr (Leeds) Ltd until nationalisation into British Road Services in 1949.  After the Karriers, the preference was 
for vehicles of Leyland manufacture, both for coaches and lorries.  The above photograph was taken in March 1932 and shows a 1930 Leyland Bull TSQ3 (chassis 66716), registered UB 4489, followed by a Leyland 
PH2, 5 tonner, registered TD 4017.  The load looks extremely interesting with what appears to be about 1/3 size Pacifi c locomotive and tender made by Hudswell, Clarke & Co of Leeds, about to be exhibited at a British 
Industries Fayre.  The notice over the tender states “this locomotive has hauled 419000 passengers in 154 days and travelled 6210 miles” – can any reader tell us what this was all about ?    (BCVM Trust L010922)

R. BARR (LEEDS) LTD.
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Thanks to John Bennett, Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton, Peter Greaves, David Harvey, John 
Luce, Michael Plunkett, Mike Sutcliffe, Ron Thomas, Garry Ward and Nick Webster.

J Martin, Salford, Leyland Cub SKPZ2, RJ 9631  (Torque Nos.47-49)
 Ron Thomas re-opens this one by saying – RJ 9631 does have many Harrington 
features, front glasses, mudguards, side windows and rear side window and to a 
certain degree windscreen and dash panel.  The driver’s offside cab window, cab 
door and emergency door are all very suspect however, so I wonder whether the 
body style has been cloned?  Following “Odd Bodies” in Torque No.47, Torque 
No.48 gave East Lancashire as the coachbuilder, but Torque No.49 changed this to 
Harrington.  For what reason was East Lancs ruled out?
 The assumption that RJ 9631 was one of a batch of Cubs bodied for a 
Lancashire dealer is in my opinion pure guesswork which, having been in print, will 
now be hard to eradicate!  In Torque No.49, page 26, the caption to the photograph 
reads “the Harrington body on RJ 9631 was similar to that on CVE 551” – totally 
wrong!  Look at CVE 551, the side windows initially curve slightly upwards, the 
tops being higher than the top of the windscreen – with RJ 9631 the side windows 
curve downwards being lower than the top of the windscreen.  Examine the distance 
between the top of the windows and the roof-top on both, also the curvature of the 
cant-rail panels, so different.  Compare these also with this photograph of EHA 398 
which is purported to be from the same “batch” – it’s nothing like them!
 Mike Sutcliffe adds – there is one strange similarity between RJ 9631 and CVE 
551 and that is the middle pillar of the six bays (counting the rear side bay) is considerably 
thicker than the others.  Also, the waist line of RJ 9631 has a very crude curve to it 
– compare this with EHA 398 where the windows follow a smooth and pleasant curve on 

this fi ve-bay body of what 
must be a later design 
(for 1938?)   Come on 
you Harrington experts, 
Dave and Nick – what 
are your views?  (Ron also 
sent a picture of Gliderways 
EHA 399, a Tiger TS8 with 
similar body – can anyone 
supply us with photos 
of other Leylands with 
Harrington coachwork of 
this period, also pre-war 
Gliderways coaches? – Ed.)(JF Higham, via Alan Cross)
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 ‘Royal Iris’, Leyland Titan PD1, AHF 365  (Torque Nos.48-50)
 Wallasey Corporation 
must have employed some 
very skilled coachbuilding 
craftsmen as a further exotic 
body has been submitted 
of this 1929 Titan TD1, HF 
5865, (chassis70360).  The bus 
was withdrawn in 1936 and, 
although the photograph is not 
dated, I suggest 1937 for the 
Coronation of King George 
V.  (Wallasey Corporation 
was very early to start 
decommission their Titans, 
as early as 1935 when some 
were only six years old).  The 
cab roof is surely not from a Titan, perhaps from a withdrawn Lion or Tiger?

London Transport, Leyland Tigers, AG 4145, VA 8890  (Torque Nos.49-50)
 I have apologised to Michael Plunkett for garbling his comment.  It should 
read  “Scottish mutton dressed up as lamb”.  I had spotted the error but failed to 
correct it!  Garry Ward, however, reinforces Mike Fenton’s, and my own, suspicions 
that these were not rebuilt Leyland bodies – those that did have them lasted until the 
1950s with Western SMT.  Some Tigers, including our pair, were rebodied c1940 
by Western SMT themselves using parts (including front and rear domes) from the 
unsatisfactory 1935 three-axle TS7T Tigers which were returned to Leyland in 1938.  

(TG Turner collection) 

(Robert Grieves collection)
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They were bought back for breaking up for spare parts.  The TS1 Tigers when fi tted 
with TS7 radiators, ‘looked the part’ but were quickly (and advantageously?) sold 
via Millburn Motors during the early post-war vehicle shortage.  Garry includes  
a picture of a modernised ex-Ribble Tiger with Western SMT on the Ayr – Castle 
Douglas service in wartime in impressive snow banks.  I have recently been dating 
photographs of local buses stuck in snow in wartime and January/February 1941 saw 
very heavy snowfall in the north east and, no doubt, Scotland.

Pilot Coaches, High Wycombe,  Royal Tiger, PBH 18   (Torque Nos.49-50)
 Peter Greaves notes that 2048 LG was rebodied (Plaxton no.622170) in 1962 
for A Seville of Mossley.

NIRTB/ Ulster Transport Authority, Leyland Titans (Torque No.50)
 Maurice Doggett and  David Harvey provide the answers.  Titan PD1, GZ 
3264, (fl eet no.z908, chassis 460543) was one of fi ve built by NIRTB themselves in 
1946 on  Park Royal frames (body 32618).  It appears to be a low height, and doored 
version of the body supplied to Southdown on PD1chassis.
 Titan PD2/1, MZ 7785,  (D923) was new in 1950 and bodied by UTA to 
their post-war standard from 1949 (on PD1s) to 1955 and again low height, with 
27/26 seating.  For the 1ft longer Titan PD2/10 chassis from 1951 a further (!) 
bay was added and 59 seats squeezed in.  These bodies did have a ‘Leyland’ air 
about them and it is suggested that the factory at Dunmurray in County Antrim 
used  Leyland-sourced parts, e.g. cab assembly, bulkhead, domes etc.  The internal 
fi xtures and fi ttings appeared to be from Leyland also.  The PD1 body may have 
been built in earlier workshops at Ballycraigy, also in Antrim, before the 1946 move 
to Dunmurray.

Tantivy Cheetah in a Jersey quarry, J 6798  (Torque No.50)
 Maurice Doggett, Mike Fenton and John Luce, among others, solve this one.  
J 6798 (Cheetah LZ2, chassis 14840) was new in 1937 to Littlewoods in Liverpool 
(Mail order stores rather than Pools?) as a mobile showroom and registered 
DKB 809.  It passed to Corvedale of Ludlow (Radio Coaches?) c1945 and they, 
presumably, had it rebodied with it second-hand Alexander C27R body (where did 
this come from?).  It moved on to A A Pitcher Ltd, t/a Tantivy Motors in December 
1948 as their no.5 and was, of course, re-registered .  It then moved on to JMT in 
1949 and was used by Jersey Airlines in a light blue livery. It was photographed in 
Archirondel Quarry.   
 The neighbouring Gilford 168OT coach is also interesting though not quite 
so clear.  It is probably Redline no.7, originally Wycombe-bodied and one of the 
many Hillman Gilfords (JD 1194) passing through LPTB hands as GF53, being 
rebodied by Jersey Motor Panels on arrival in Jersey in 1948.  It just could, however, 
be Redline no.10, also with a complicated history, as that was fi rst registered as a 
lorry in Glasgow, GG 9513, then making its way to Jersey in 1948 where it was also 
rebodied by Jersey Motor Panels.
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NEW ITEMS:  

Imperial, Liverpool,  Leyland Tiger (TS2?)
 This “newsprint” photograph supposedly shows a Tiger of Imperial, 
Liverpool, but we know nothing about it.  Does it have a Hoyal body? – if not, who 
built the rather angular body with rather crude arched windows?  Does the canopy 
support give it away?

J Reed, Service Garage, Bebside, Northumberland, Tiger PS1, JP 7009
 Service Coaches were one of those small operators who mushroomed 
enormously on the back of workers transport for large civil engineering and industrial 
projects in the late-1950s and 1960s. The basis of the operation was the purchase of 
various near end-of-life vehicles. The vehicles were presented in better condition 
than most contractors and ‘corporate livery’ was established by overpainting with 
black the red, blue or green of a the previous owners colours and leaving the cream 
.  No. S5 is shown with a (1930s) Strachans coach body in seemingly pretty good 
and original condition.  Not surprising as the coach had come from Fred Dunning of 
Great Ayton, North Yorks who, like many small country coach operators, took pride 
in a well-maintained and presented fl eet. So, what is the problem?  Our correspondent 
asks where the body had come from.  The original operator (Smith of Wigan?) is not 
known to have had any Strachans bodies.  Is this the original body on the chassis or 
a replacement?

(Nick Webster collection)

(Omnibus Society, via John Bennett)
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 Thanks to some diligent research on the internet by Leyland Society member 
Brian Veale, these interesting pictures of Plymouth Corporation Leylands in service 
in the Polish capital have come to our attention.  They show two Plymouth TD2s 
with Leyland bodies and a TD4c with Weymann body in public service early in 
1946.   Ten Plymouth buses, two TD2s and eight TD4c were purchased from the 
many disused and damaged buses in store at Plymouth and were exported by 
UNRRA, a United Nations organisation which was helping war-torn European 
countries to return to normality.  Belgium and Holland received some early Titans, 
but the Warsaw vehicles comprised some newer machines barely ten years old.
 As can be seen by the illustration on this page, the TD4c machines ran with 
the torque converters still in use.  By 1945-6, many British operators were replacing 
torque converters with conventional transmission for the sake of the economy and 
reduced costs of maintenance.  Plymouth was replacing torque converters on its 
remaining TD5c buses.
 A photograph not included here shows that the eight ex Plymouth TD4c were 
soon lined up out of action in a compound, but the TD2s carried on for several years 
and one if not both were rebuilt and repainted.  A strange tale of buses from one war 
damaged city in Britain going to an even worse damaged city in Poland. (All photos 
in this article taken from the Polish website)

Above – JY 6731 (former Plymouth No.140) still painted in Plymouth all-over grey wartime 
livery travels with a full load over an ice covered street in Warsaw early in 1946.  It is 
working on route “L”, the plate for which is attached to the radiator grille.
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A TD2 with local fl eet number 205, but still otherwise in Plymouth condition, although with 
a few bits missing.  It is at the terminus of route “L”, adjacent to that of route “M” which 
is being served by US army lorries.

JY 6731 from the rear (British nearside).  The vehicle seems reasonably intact, and sports 
the all-over battleship grey livery adopted by Plymouth after the German bombing raids of 
1940.  Parts of Plymouth were as badly damaged as Warsaw.  
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JY 6731 loads up with passengers, whilst some trams are seen in the background.  One 
wonders what the locals thought of the low bridge layout.

A few years later the street is tidier, trolleybus wires are in evidence and No.201 is now 
rebuilt and is serving route 116. 
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Don Hilton has kindly produced a summary of Leyland bus and truck production 
from 1944, based on blocks of chassis numbers built, shown below.  From 1956 
Leyland Comets were put in a separate series following the year prefi x, 4001 up.  
Most Nationals, TN Titans, some TR Tigers also had year prefi x chassis nos. and are 
included in that section.  This at an early stage yet with much work be done but you 
may fi nd the information very interesting.  1946 has been broken down by model 
types (ie. line no. series) and this will ultimately be done for every year.  Anyone 
wishing to gain access to any of the detailed information should contact Don Hilton 
who can make records available with prior arrangement.             

LEYLAND CHASSIS PRODUCTION FROM 1944

SUMMARY OF BUS TYPES

SD Vertical Engine    DD Vertical Engine

PS1/OPS1 3746 PD1/OPD1 2137
PS2/OPS/LOPS 2935 6681 PD2/OPD2 9855

PD3 3148
COMET 7246 ASHOK 3039 18179
ELAND-COMET 199
BEAVER14B1/XL 96 7541 6RT 500

7RT 1631 2131
Total SD Vertical engine 14222

RM 2

SD Underfloor Engine LR 275

HR/OLYMPIC 182
EL/ER OLYMPIC 3651 3833 Total DD Vertical engine 20587

PSU/LOPSU 4144

WORLDMASTER 12928
ARV Units,Neth.State Rly 2962
WMRU (Units for DAB) 3638 23672    DD Rear Engine

ATLANTEAN 15813
TIGER CUB 4611 FLEETLINE 3060 18873
ROYALTIGER CUB 499 5110

TITAN TN 1160
LEOPARD 14493 OLYMPIAN 5539 6699

Total SD Underfloor engine 47108 Total DD Rear engine 25572

SD Rear Engine

LION/LFRE 277    TROLLEYBUS 434

PANTHER+CUB 1885    NOT YET IDENTIFIED -305

B82 RANGER 32 1917 (with some duplication)

NATIONAL 7758

TIGER  RE 4714
ROYAL TIGER
B50/B54/DOYEN 221 4935  TOTAL BUS PRODUCTION 123563

LYNX 1058 (Excl. Comet & Hippo truck chassis
           used for export buses)

Total SD Rear engine 15945
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LEYLAND CHASSIS PRODUCTION FROM 1944

Year Chassis Nos. Buses Trucks Total of Remarks

built built series

1944 440001-440254 0 254 254

1945 450001-451927 59 1868 1927

1946 460001-463067 2055 1004 3067 8 Not built

            Breakdown for 1946:-

B.U.T 5
PD1/1A/3 768 HIPPO MK2 529
OPD1/1A 186 15S/1 1
PD2 1 S1/1 1
OPD2/1 1 12B/12B3 453
PS1+/1 785 19H1/7 10
OPS1 306 220/1 7
OPS3/1 1 CO/1 1
LOPS3/1 1 ECO/1R 1
[LPTB] 1

1947 470001-473492 2641 839 3492 12 Unknown

1948 480001-485890 2988 2902 5890

1949 490001-497091 3730 3269 7091 92 Unknown

1950 500001-505953 2869 3074 5953 10 Unknown

1951 510001-515511 2893 2606 5511 12 Unknown

1952 520001-525017 2131 2880 5017 6 Unknown

1953 530001-535289
538001-539165 1724 4729 6199 254 Not built

1954 540001-545637 2177 3460 5572 65 Not built

1955 550001-556501 2686 3815 6479 22 Not built

1956 560001-563322
564001-568319 2749 4891 6963 677 Not built

1957 570001-573986
574001-578643 3706 4908 8600 14 Not built

1958 580001-584000
584001-587996 3825 4170 7995

1959 590001-593185
594001-597142 2198 4128 6326

1960 600001-603639
604001-607768 2495 4911 7406

1961 610001-613771
614001-618526 2951 5344 8295

1962 620001-624000
624001-626986
629000-629760 3594 4152 7746

1963 L00001-04547
L10001-13832 3257 5165 8422
SO9901-9944 44 Scammell T/bus

1964 L20001-25258
L30001-34631 3310 6578 9888

1965 L40001-45244
L50001-54216 3620 5840 9460

1966 L60001-65628
L70001-74270 3998 5900 9898

LEYLAND CHASSIS PRODUCTION FROM 1944
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Year Chassis Nos. Buses Trucks Total of Remarks

1967 700001-704041
750001-752464 2455 4049 6504

1968 800000-805228
850000-854778 3055 6882 9867 70 Not built

1969 900000-904222
950000-954080 2423 5880 8303

1970 7000000-7004753
7050000-7054343 2423 6675 9098

1971 7100000-7105545
7150000-7153662 3061 6148 9209

1972 7200000-7205169
7250000-7251629 3057 3743 6800

1973 7300000-7305616
7350000-7351593 3367 3844 7211

1974 7400000-7405998
7450000-7451109 3251 3859 7110

1975 7500000-7505940
7550000-7551455 3371 4026 7397

1976 7600000-7608515
7660000-7661891 5883 4525 10408

1977 7700001-7705959 3135 2824 5959

1978 7800001-7807310 3994 3316 7310

1979 7900001-7905901
7930000-7930408 3499 2810 6125 184 Not built

1980 8000001-8003637
8030000-8031367 2595 2410 5005

1981 8100001-8103342
8130000-8131914 1985 3271 5256

1982 8200000-8201787 Bus & truck
8230000-8232708 1861 3010 4871 Last bus 8231284
8240000-8240085 Truck only
8280001-8280018 Truck only
8290000-8290270 Truck only

1983 8300001-8301553 1553 0 1553 Bus only

8380001-8380068 68 Truck only
8390001-8390323 323 391 Truck only

1984 8400001-8401302 1302 0 Bus only
8490001-8490015 15 1317 Truck only

1985 8500001-8500977 977 0 977 Bus only

1986 8600001-8600535 535 0 535 Bus only

1987 8700001-8700126 126 0 126 Bus only

( NATIONAL LN 108 ) 108 Bus only
1971 ( TITAN TN 558 )   see 558 Bus only

to ( OLYMPIAN ON 5046 ) notes 5046 Bus only
1994 ( TIGER TR 1229 ) 1229 Bus only

( LYNX LX 1058 ) 1058 Bus only

1984 - 1997 LEYLAND-DAF (DAF Chassis nos.) 131675 131675 Truck only

TOTALS BUILT 123563 286040 408457 1286 Not built
  140 Unknown

NOTES - These are provisional details so far with more work to be completed
Most Nationals, TN Titans and some others are included in the year prefix section
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 Further research into the Gas Turbine Trucks has revealed some hitherto 
unknown vehicles which have now been partly identifi ed from our increasing 
knowledge gained from the chassis build records.  Apart from the original Motor 
Show exhibit, the examples that enthusiasts of the model are aware of are the three 
demonstrators put into service by Shell, Esso and Castrol.  Research into these 
vehicles has revealed photographs showing that the Shell vehicle was re-registered 
before it entered service.  A pre-delivery photograph of the Shell unit show it 
carrying registration EGH 600J but later photographs have been found showing it 
coupled to a trailer and carrying the registration JGJ 700K.  Presumably, the Shell 
unit was re-registered to bring it in line with the other demonstrators, the Esso unit 
carrying registration CKX 786K on entry into service whilst the Castrol unit was 
registered JMX 863K.  That Leyland were able to re-register a vehicle with a later 
registration seems unusual but it may have been that the unit had not been taxed 
which allowed re-registration or the rules governing such activities were not as strict 
as today, particularly for a company as large as Leyland were at that time.

This was possibly GTT12 or GTT13? on trade plates B39 DXC – Middlesbrough?)   
(Peter Davies collection)
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Chassis 
No.

Model Line No.
Registration 

No.
Operator Date Built

? GTT1 1 - - 1968?
804743 GTT2 2 - Prototype 1968

? GTT11 was GTT1? - Prototype -
903325 GTT12 1 - Prototype 1969

7000975 GTT13 2 - Demonstrator? early 1970

7004592 GTT14 1
EGH 600J
JGJ 700K

Shell Mex & 
BP

13/12/1971

7004593 GTT15 1 JMX 863K Castrol 13/12/1971

7004594 GTT16 1 CKX786K
Esso 
Petroleum

13/12/1971

Note -  The above table corrects the model designation to GTT, not GT as previously thought, 
also model numbers previously shown in Journal No.2

 Further investigation 
into line and chassis 
numbers has also 
revealed that there 
may have been more 
engineering prototypes 
than fi rst believed.  
Photos have also 
been found of what 
looks to have been an 
engineering prototype 
vehicle, complete with 
fi fth wheel mounting 
and trailer run-up ramps 
(the operator vehicles 

were not fi tted with run-up ramps).  The modifi ed grille and door panel inserts of 
the production vehicles are present but look to be made of plastic (or more likely 
glass fi bre as Leyland had their own glass fi bre shop for bus engine cowlings), 
suggesting that the Motor Show model 
was probably the only one fi tted with 
the stainless steel panels.  It does not 
appear to be one of the petroleum 
company vehicles as it has a spare 
wheel carrier and a different design of 
fi fth wheel mounting platform.  There 
are also what look to be two additional 
boxes mounted on the dashboard which 
presumably contain the additional 
instrumentation required during 
engineering development testing.   

The Gas Turbine based on the Super Comet -  seen here at the 
BCVM in 1998    (G Meek)

The rear view of the unidentifi ed prototype/
demonstrator             (Peter Davies collection)
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 Known details of the Gas Turbine Truck models that are believed to have 
existed are shown in the table below.  If any members can add more information on 
any of these vehicles, we would be pleased to hear from you.  Without verifi cation, 
at this stage we can only speculate on the identity of the previously unknown chassis 
but the vehicle described in the above paragraph is likely to have been chassis no. 
903325 (GTT12) – or GTT13? as it appears to have test equipment installed - this 
chassis is believed to have been a prototype.  The Motor Show exhibit is believed to 
have been GTT11 but we have not been able to confi rm this yet.  Similarly, we assume 
that the Super Comet prototype is likely to have been chassis no. 804743 (GTT2) 
but we cannot verify this yet.  If anyone can supply the chassis number of these two 
examples we may be able to be certain as to their identity.  The other known vehicle 

Left - GTT14, as EGH 600J before delivery to Shell,   Right - GTT 14, now re-registered 
JGJ 700K                            (Author and Peter Davies collections)

GTT16, CKX 786K, in all of its magnifi cence!                (Peter Davies collection)
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that has not been fully identifi ed 
yet is the Marathon-based 
prototype, currently in the 
Coventry Transport Museum, 
which had a single-recuperator 
engine fi tted.  This is not listed 
in the table as no details are 
currently known – help please, 
photographs too?!  We will no 
doubt have further updates on 
the subject in future editions 
of Torque as more details are 
unearthed.   

GTT15, JMX 863K, with Burmah Castrol, in a “spot 
of bother” beside a motorway (Gary Dwyer collection)

There are a large number of letters this time plus some held over due the fact that no letters 
were included in the last issue in order to maximise the use of colour in our special issue of 
the magazine.  Some have therefore been carried forward to next time.

Leyland “Street Jewellery” – from Paul Lacey, Wokingham
 I enjoyed reading your article on the cat badges in Torque No.50, and this has 
reminded me of something I saw.   About 1976 I interviewed ‘young Mr. Homer’ 
(the Thames Valley Traction Co. GM’s son), who at that time lived in his father’s old 
house at Pinkneys Green, near Reading.  The house was quite a treasure trove (built 
in the 1930s as a mock-Tudor hall-house with gallery), and he told me that several 
of the paintings were worth £10,000 or more, painted by a relative who was famous 
for Thames valley landscapes.
 Apart from the written and photo items he showed me, there were at least 
4 boxes which had been given as gifts by Leyland Motors.  Each was, I suppose, a 
cigarette box (he had cuffl inks in one I do recall), and all had animal head badges.  
Now, at that time I thought these were actual radiator badges, though they were 
probably the disc type you show as fi gs.17-9 as, being into design particularly in 
those days, I also seem to recall they were colourful but not actually coloured.  The 
other curious thing is that the four he showed me (there might have been more) were 
all non-psv models, which struck me as strange.  I concluded that they were made 
up of spare (or leftover) radiator badges (as I knew of the other oval ones).
 Now, before you jump in your car and set off for Pinkneys Green, Mr. Homer 
must certainly be dead by now (born c.1912), and when I wanted to follow up 
something else a while back, I found that the house was no longer in the family.  Oh, 
and of course, I did ask him (on Michael Plunkett’s prompting) if he happened to 
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have the Wallwork model Titan TD1 in Thames Valley livery that had been at Lower 
Thorn Street, Reading, and he was genuinely sad that his father hadn’t brought it 
home as he remembered playing with it on a visit there.  So, there you have some 
other examples of trade gifts that might be new to you.
          I note also your comment on the Lions really being LSCs, without the letter “P”.   
I’m sure that will cause a few problems after all these years!   I had similar thoughts 
recently about listing old AEC Regal 662s that now sported Gardner engines (should 
they really be O662?) and also the 4-cylinder O642s re-engined with Gardner 5LWs 
(should they really be 0652?!)    I settled for putting the new engine in brackets after 
the designation as built.  (That’s right, the original designation should not be changed 
and the description should be the original, accompanied by a note of the change.  A good 
example may be the W Alexander TS7s, rebuilt to “TD4 specifi cation” with new TD4 type 
frames, shorter propshafts and brake linkages.  They kept their original chassis numbers 
and registrations and should not be referred to as TD4s, but “Rebuilt TS7s”, even though 
the end result may have been virtually identical to a TD4 – Ed.) 

Leyland Tiger Bronze – From Stan Smit, Holland
 I refer to your fascinating “Street Jewellery” article in Torque No.50, I really 
enjoyed it.  My father was managing director (and later chairman of the board of 
directors) of Leyland Holland in its various guises (Leyland Triumph Holland, 
British Leyland Holland, etc.) from the late 1940s until his retirement in  the 1980s.  
When the new headquarters of LH was opened in Aalsmeer during the mid 1950s, 
one of the gifts he received was a bronze statue of a Royal Tiger which was cast 
locally and based on the leaping tiger emblem on the front of the Worldmaster.  The 
gift was from one of the largest Leyland customers, Maarse en Kroon, who ran a 
fl eet of more than 400 Leyland buses and coaches in the Netherlands.  These buses 
and coaches were mostly Royal Tiger Worldmasters, assembled in Holland from kits 
supplied by Leyland Motors Ltd and bodied locally by various coach builders.

 I inherited the Tiger when my father passed 
away and own it still.  The statue is 45 cm long from 

tail to snout and stands 20 cm tall.  I attach three 
photographs for you to look at and perhaps use 

in Leyland Torque.  (This is, of course, much 
bigger and heavier 

that the Bengal 
Tiger shown on 
pages 14/15 of 
Torque No.21 (and 

of course on the 
radiator fi ller cap of 
WE 5115 in the centre 
of Torque No.45) which 

was 6½" (16cm) long and 
3" (7.5cm) high – Ed.)
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Rangoon Tiger Cub – 
From Richard Peskett 
 I thought this may 
be of interest to Leyland 
Torque readers. “This loaned 
Leyland was nearing the 
end of its days behind the 
bamboo curtain in Rangoon, 
Burma in November 1978”.  
Somewhat different! – Can 
anyone tell us anything about 
it please?

Titan TD5 v. TD7 – From Bob Kell, Durham
 I cannot tell from the small photograph (Torque No.47) concerning Keith 
Beeden’s letter on Sheffi eld Titans, what visual clues there are, but the differences 
between TD5 and TD7 front ends are quite extensive.  Apart from dumb-irons, which 
are shorter on the TD7 (not coming down to the bottom of the radiator as on the TD5 
and TS8), the other differences are as follows:-
- Bonnet  -  rear hinged and with no louvres (TD7), side-hinged and louvred (TD5)
- Autovac - under bonnet (TD7), external (TD5)
- Front hub covers – smaller and neat, as PD1 (TD7), larger ‘vintage style’ (TD5)
- Steering column - upright, AEC-style, with container for rubber ‘bungees’ under 

wheel (TD7), more-raked, traditional Leyland (TD5).
So, more work with the magnifying glass?  It is not impossible that Leyland turned 
out more than one ‘unfrozen’ TD5.

Platform Lorries in Torque No.48 – From Neil Steele, Cheadle
 I have one or two observations regarding the captions to the excellent 
photographs from Peter Davies, as follows:-
- Page 13 top –  I’m not saying its wrong but an 8ton Dyson trailer being pulled 

by a lorry with probably not the best braking system ever fi tted to a post-war 
Leyland

–  rather frightening!  Plating and Testing was to be the death of the Comet and quite 
a few other Leyland models! 

- Page 13 lower – I would suggest the non standard headlights now fi tted on the 
wagon are of the ‘double dip’ type (the original early fl ush fi tting Simms units 
were not ‘double dip’, but later fl ush fi tting units were).

-  Page 14 top – has anyone noticed that this Beaver has ‘double decker’ style front 
wheels?  But, for what type of work would you need to fi t this type of wheel?  
This type of wheel on a DD would usually have a 10.00 x 20 tyre is this the reason 
to fi t bigger section tyres and avoid rubbing the inner wheel arch?  (Military Mk II 
Hippos had this style of wheel but these were 22inch and I don’t think these are, 
there would not be room under the wing?). 

 (Richard Peskett)
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Leyland six wheelers – from Brian Veale MBE, West Felton, Salop
 Some of my favourite Leylands were the Tiger TS7T and TS7D six wheelers 
and enclosed is a photo of CHA 927 in the service of Morlais of Merthyr Tydfi l.  I 
can’t be sure whose body it carries and its design certainly looks a bit “over the top” 
- no doubt someone can identify it for me.  I have always been interested in the TS7T 
& D from about 1939 when I fi rst saw the Southern National vehicles, rare birds due 
to the Gardner engines.  I was told that the vehicles were towed to Watts Factors for 
the engine fi tment, although others say that the engines were fi tted at Beadle’s – no 
doubt someone will be able to tell us.  It surely wasn’t Leyland, as I remember when 
working for Leyland, dealing with a query for a North East operator who wanted 
up to 40 Gardner engined Leyland PD2s with Leyland bodies, I went to the head of 
Engineering at Leyland and was cut down by the reply!  Needless to say we did not 
get the order as no one would agree to Gardner engines being fi tted to the Titans.

 Reverting to the six wheel Tigers, in addition to the 6 for Southern National 
there were some for Southdown, 38 TS7T for the SMT Group and 36 TS7T and 
TS7D for City Coach Company of Brentwood – maybe there were other single 
vehicle orders for small operators as well as CHA 927.
 Can we have an in-depth look at these rare birds and also possibly the 
magnifi cent Leyland Tigress which both Devon General and Southdown operated (It 
looks to me as though CHA 927 may have been operated by Gliderways of Smethwick, fi tted 
with a Harrington body, but no doubt readers may be able to supply more information and 
photographs – in fact this should surely be a cue for further information, photographs and 
articles on Leyland six wheelers and the Tigress – I look forward to readers comments – Ed)
 Alan Lambert was recently given this photograph of a large scale model 
of a Southdown six-wheeled Tiger but the owner had no idea where it came from.  

(RHG Simpson)
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There are a few minor errors, notably the destination box but someone has gone to 
an immense amount of trouble to make it – do you think it might have been built by 
Short Bros themselves? – where is it now?

Leopard still in service – From Bill Cowan, NZ

 This is Dunedin No.194, the last Leopard owned.  It is a Leyland Leopard 
PSU3E/2R, which entered service in 1981.  It has chassis no.8002387(?) (also shown 
as engine No.8062052, Line No.231, CKD Delivery Date 29/8/80, CMO 0029, to LML New 
Zealand), with body built by New Zealand Motor Bodies to a Hess design; bus type, 
45 seater with dual doors.  It was withdrawn from service in early November 2010 
and is undergoing certifi cation, etc. for a heritage hire service.  If I can fi nd out more 
details I’ll pass these on.

 (Alan Lambert collection)
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Grandad’s Leyland Badger – from John Fallon, West Lothian
 Here is a photograph of what I think is a 1930 Leyland Badger.  This is a 
posed shot taken at the Mound in Edinburgh with the Scott Monument on Princes 
Street in the misty background.  The lorry was new to Highland Queen Whisky and 
was later driven by my grandfather, also John Fallon, before he went on to become 
a skilled whisky blender.  He is not shown in this photo but I do recollect seeing a 
picture of him in this lorry when it was working.  His stories of his time in the lorry 
prompted my long term interest in all things “Leyland” and probably, ultimately 
led to the restoration of my two-pedal Beaver.  I thought this may be of interest for 
Leyland Torque magazine. (Thank you John – Ed.)

NZ Six-wheeled Tiger – From Peter Tulloch 
 Peter has obtained more information on the six-wheeled Tiger depicted 
on page 44 of Torque No.50.  Paul Williams and Martin Perry have contributed 
and the result is summarised here:  –  This coach was one of two that DeLuxe 
Motor Services, Blenheim, had built.  They purchased the two chassis from the 
receivers of a company called Domtrac.  Domtrac had imported the chassis and 
then went bust, so DeLuxe picked them up for a good price.  They then assembled 
the chassis in their Blenheim workshops and shipped them up to Palmerston 
North where they were bodied by Coachwork with ‘Conquest’ bodies.  Fleet 
No.21 was OS4355 (see Torque No.50) and No.22 was PE5095 (picture herewith).
 Both are still in service – No.22 is with Edwards Motors in South Auckland 
and had been repowered with a Volvo THD101 motor by DeLuxe - hence it was 
nicknamed the “LEYLO”.  Further details of this one are: DeLuxe No.22, PE5095, 

(John Fallon collection)
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model TRBTL11/4BRZ, chassis no.TR00395, fi rst 
registered 19th July 1990, then to Edwards, Tuakau.
 As far as Paul is aware they were brand new 
chassis, never taken out of the box, and direct from 
the UK.  He assumes that tag axles were fi tted in NZ, 
but someone might know the answer to that.  Gary 
Smith of the DeLuxe Group has since added  –  “Both 
of these came in kitset form to us and the tag axles were part of the kit from the UK 
factory.  Genuine tags, we assembled the chassis.   Number 21 was a 45 seater and 
no.22 was a 49 seater, plus driver and courier.  We later repowered no.22 with a 
Volvo motor.  Details of No.21, featured in the last issue, are as follows – DeLuxe 
No.21, OS4355, model TRBTL11/4BRZ, chassis no.TR00394, CWI Tourliner, C49F, 
fi rst registered 24/1/90.  It was sold to Greg Paul (NZ) Coach Enterprises, No.18, 
23/7/01.  Later to East West Coaches, Westport, 24/7/08, then to Cross Coaches, 
Riversdale 31/10/08.

COVER PICTURES

Front Cover 
 This vehicle is rather a mystery!  The registration, HK 2537, would probably 
have been issued originally in late 1916.  The Leyland is a War Offi ce Subsidy Class 
A, Type 5000, later known as the Model G.  It has the standard War Offi ce pattern 
cab and hood but carries a pre-War double-decker bus body with the front canopy 
cut off to allow room for the hood.  The RAF was formed on the 1st April 1918, so 
the photograph must have been taken after that.  Can any reader please add any 
information?   (Mike Sutcliffe collection)

Back Cover 
 Why don’t the fronts of buses look like this now?! – totally unique to the 
maker, a model name proudly displayed, a registration number that meant something 
to a local area, a livery and fl eet number that could only be Lincolnshire Road Car 
Co, no advertisements on the bus, the paintwork of which was fully “lined out”.  
This Titan TD7, new in wartime, May 1940, was a truly wonderful sight!    (BCVMT 
L025035)
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(BCVM Trust L012844)

(BCVM Trust L012868)
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 In 1933 the Parkinson Stove Co.Ltd. from Birmingham invested in a fl eet of 
Leylands to carry their gas cookers, water heaters, fi res and radiators.  They initially 
had two TSC7 Beavers (chassis nos. 2251 and 2395), fl eet nos. ?/31, OJ 9147/51 and 
two KSX2 Cubs, nos. 32/33, OJ 9149/48 (chassis nos. not known) – what therefore 
was OJ 9150?   They must have been pleased with them as three months later, two 
more TSC7 Beavers were delivered with chassis 3214/54.  One rather novel feature 
was that they had sliding roofs so as to load their products by crane, down through 
the roof, from their factory.  The horizontal bars were probably to tie down the 
cookers and heaters for the journey.  
 The Tailpiece photograph it very interesting in that it shows a lot of detail 
of the North Works entrance from the inside, with Shop Wagons and the two typical 
Leyland Motors gate posts – these may be the only remnants still remaining after all 
these years?  On the right is a Works Trojan van, TF 3634, and behind that on the 
weighbridge, Shop Wagon No.17, an early Leyland Badger, being weighed with its 
load of swarf.  Opposite is the back of a Trojan staff car, PG 514, in front of the gate 
keepers hut.   Sales staff had these Trojans and Management reports of the time say 
that they were very embarrassed to be seen driving them and, when going to visit 
customers and attending motor shows, they used to park them around the corner so 
that the Daimler salesman, in his Daimler car could not poke fun at them!

(A detail from the picture overleaf)
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 The entrance to North Works, seen from the factory roof, with the photographer 
standing by the large Royal Coat of Arms “by Appointment, Leyland Motors” badge, 
and looking towards Thurston Road, the canteen building, and what is now the British 
Commercial Vehicle Museum, on the 6th May 1933.  The van in the foreground is a 
TSC7 Beaver, registered OJ 9147, due to be delivered to the Parkinson Stove Co Ltd, 
Birmingham.  Not many vans had a sunshine roof! (BCVM Trust  L012853).

 Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the 
Society, its offi cers nor the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his 
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material 
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed 
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society 
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque 
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is 
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
 This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with 
additional help from Neil Steele. Distribution by RnB Mailing, Leeds. It was printed by 
Proco Print, Sheffi eld.  Items for inclusion in the Summer 2011 issue should be sent to the 
Editor by 20th April 2011.
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